
Variations in Lipid Levels and Cardiovascular Risk 
in Patients Switched from Tenofovir to Darunavir in 
Monotherapy
 In some patients, simplification to Monotherapy (M) with Protease  
Inhibitors (PIs), suspending the nucleoside analog reverse  
transcriptase inhibitors after a period of effective treatment, may 
be an effective strategy for reducing the number of tablets, toxicity  
and costs. The scheme most widely used and with the greatest  
accumulated experience to date is probably suspension of the  
combination Tenofovir Disoproxil, Fumarate/emtricitabine  
(TDF/FTC), leaving Darunavir with Ritonavir (D/R) [1,2]. Some 
studies have observed lipid alterations with M that could be attributed 
to loss of the lipid-lowering effect of tenofovir [3], and which might 
modify the estimated Cardiovascular Risk (CVR). This in turn could 
increase the need for statin therapy, which would largely offset the  
appeal of M. Considering the importance of adequate management of 
CVR in HIV-infected patients, the present study evaluates the changes  
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in lipid parameters and calculated CVR in the patients in our center 
who received treatment simplification to M with D/R, following the 
suspension of TDF/FTC.

Material and Methods
 A retrospective observational study was made of all patients  
receiving treatment with D/R + TDF/FTC in which therapy was  
simplified to M for different reasons. The included patients were not 
using lipid-lowering drugs, presented the information needed to  
calculate CVR, and had data referred to basal total cholesterol, 
LDL-cholesterol, HDL-cholesterol and triglyceride levels, as well 
as an undetectable viral load and lipid profile determined less than  
6 months before the change in treatment. The measurements were 
made under fasting conditions using the routine techniques and 
calculating LDL-cholesterol based on the Friedewald formula when 
the triglyceride levels were under 400 mg/dl. Candidates for M were 
required to have undetectable viral loads for at least one year, with 
treatment adherence of over 95% as determined from the returned 
medication counts. Cardiovascular risk was calculated at baseline and 
after M using the Framingham formula and the weighted equation of 
the ACC/AHA 2013 guides [4]. The variations were analyzed using 
the SPSS version 13 statistical package, applying the Student t-test for 
paired data, and accepting statistical significance for p < 0.01.

Results
 Of the approximately 400 patients followed-up on annually in our 
center, 57 had received M at some time, and of these subjects, 39 met  
the study inclusion criteria: 65% were males, and the mean age  
(± standard deviation) was 47.3 ± 11.1 years. Two patients were  
excluded due to a lack of control laboratory tests, 5 because of  
treatment with lipid-lowering drugs, and the rest due to M in the 
form of lopinavir and/or a switch from treatment regimens without  
tenofovir.

 As regards the CVR factors, 51.3% were smokers, 20.5% had  
arterial hypertension, and 7.7% were diabetics. The total cholesterol, 
LDL-cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol levels increased significantly 
after M, but the estimated 10-year CVR showed practically no changes 
when calculated with both the Framingham formula and the weighted  
equation of the ACC/AHA, since the rise in total cholesterol was  
compensated by the increase in HDL-cholesterol (Table 1 and 2). 
Consequently, there were also no variations in the indications of 
statin therapy according to the recommendations of the ACC/AHA  
following M.

Discussion
 Relatively recent studies described reductions in non-HDL-choles-
terol on adding TDF to stable treatment in small patient groups, and  
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Abstract
 The lipid-lowering effect of tenofovir may be lost when the 
drug is suspended to simplify the treatment of HIV infection to  
monotherapy, and this in turn can increase cardiovascular risk. An 
analysis is made of the evolution of the lipid levels of 38 patients  
switched from tenofovir/emtricitabine to monotherapy with  
darunavir/ritonavir. Patients taking lipid-lowering medications were 
excluded. Over the subsequent 6 months the patients showed  
increases in total cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol, 
though no increase in calculated cardiovascular risk was observed. 
The suspension of tenofovir therefore resulted in a compensatory 
effect upon lipid levels but had no effect upon cardiovascular risk.

B (n=39) P-M (n=39)

Total -C 173.4 (32.7) 194.1 (37.1) (*)

LDL-C 97.1 (26.3) 111.2 (25.1) (*)

HDL-C 45.8 (16.1) 52.0 (19.0) (*)

Table 1: Cholesterol levels variations, (mg/dl).

Mean - Standard deviation; B - Basal; P-M - Post-monotherapy
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on switching from other reverse transcriptase inhibitors to TDF [5-7]. 
This lipid-lowering effect of TDF was also observed in HIV-negative  
individuals [8], though the underlying mechanism and clinical  
relevance are still not clear.

 Strategies designed to simplify treatment by introducing M 
have also revealed increases in the different lipid fractions [2,3].  
However, the studies in this case are heterogeneous, with conversion 
to M from different treatment schemes. In some cases simplification 
is to dual-drug therapy, the effect of lipid-lowering medications is not 
discarded, or the impact upon CVR is not assessed in combination 
with the rest of vascular risk factors.

 Lastly, in a recent randomized, placebo-controlled trial involving  
cross-over after a washout period where dyslipidemic patients  
administered M with D/R or lopinavir (43%) were assigned to  
reintroduction of TDF/FTC or placebo, exposure to TDF was found 
to lower total cholesterol, LDL-cholesterol and HDL-cholesterol [9].

 These reported lipid-lowering effects of TDF could be taken 
as an argument in favor of the use of the drug to control CVR in  
HIV-infected patients and against the use of M, dual-therapy or other  
treatment schemes without TDF. However, the trials involved are  
heterogeneous, and clinical studies warranting its usefulness are  
needed. Furthermore, the likewise reported reduction of  
HDL-cholesterol could have a neutral or even negative effect upon 
CVR, for which few treatment options are currently available.

 The relevance of our study is that it involves a group of  
homogeneous and stable patients without lipid-lowering medications 
and with the same M simplification scheme. Although no clinical  
results are available, we can at least theoretically postulate the  
repercussions of TDF suspension upon CVR based on two of the 
equations most widely used to calculate such risk. In both cases  
the end effect was seen to be neutral, since the increases in total  
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol were compensated by the beneficial 
effects of HDL-cholesterol elevation.

 As limitations, our study involves a retrospective design with 
no control group, excludes patients receiving lipid-lowering drug  
treatment, and cannot rule out possible interferences due to changes 
in life style (diet and physical exercise) between the two measurements 
time points. Nevertheless, the findings do not suggest a negative effect  

of M with D/R upon CVR, and this may also be assumed in relation to 
other treatment schemes involving the suppression of TDF.

 In sum, tenofovir appears to lower total cholesterol and the  
different cholesterol fractions, and this effect seems to be lost when 
the drug is suspended on switching to monotherapy. The clinical  
relevance of these changes is not known. However, based on the  
equations most widely used to calculate CVR, the effect of  
suspending TDF might be neutral, since the increase in total  
cholesterol and LDL-cholesterol could be compensated by the  
beneficial increase in HDL-cholesterol. The observed lipid changes  
therefore should not be taken as an argument against the use of  
M with D/R.
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CVR: B CVR: P-M

CVR-F 8 7.5

CVR-WE 5.7 5.6

Table 2: 10 years cardiovascular risk.

B - Basal; (CVR) - CVR-F Framingham formula; CVR-WE - Cardiovascular 
Risk-Weighted Equation of the ACC/AHA; P-M - Post-monotherapy
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